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AT THE START OF THE BUSHFIRE SEASON:
 Complete the checklists on page 29 and 30. 

 What you will do if you cannot actively defend your  
home (have a backup plan).

ON THE DAY THE BUSHFIRE THREATENS
 Find out what the Fire Danger Rating is for your area. 

  If it is CATASTROPHIC leaving for a safer place is 
your best option. This is because homes are not 
built to withstand such dangerous fires. 

  If it is EXTREME leaving is the best option for your 
survival. 

  If you have not maintained your property or are  
in doubt, leave. 

BEFORE THE FIRE FRONT ARRIVES

OUTSIDE 
 Use a moistened mask or cotton cloth to help protect 

against ash.

 Move large animals and livestock to a safe location  
(as identified in your bushfire survival plan).

 Check your water supplies around the house, fill any 
additional containers that might be available. 

 Bring outdoor furniture, mats and any other loose items 
that may burn inside.

 Wet down the side of the house and surrounding garden 
area that is facing the fire. If you have power and water, 
leave reticulation running.

 Block downpipes and fill gutters with water.

 Regularly patrol for spot fires around your home and  
put them out with your rake or knapsack spray. 

 Turn off the mains gas supply to the house and any  
gas cylinders.

INSIDE
 Put your bushfire survival plan into action.

 Safely relocate young children and elderly family 
members. 

 Everyone remaining needs to put on protective clothing.

 Bring pets inside.

 Turn off your evaporative air conditioner but leave water 
running through the system if possible.

 Fill basins, sinks, bath, troughs and buckets with water.

 Locate mops and other equipment.

 Soak towels and rugs in water, and lay along the inside of 
external doorways.

 Soak blankets and keep them handy for protection against 
radiant heat.

 Take down curtains and push furniture away from windows.

 Place a ladder and torch close to the manhole so you can 
regularly check the ceiling space for embers.

 Keep electricity on but be aware of electrical safety at all 
times. 

AS THE FIRE FRONT APPROACHES AND DURING THE FIRE
 Take all hoses, hose fittings (including plastic tap attachments) 

and equipment inside.

 Move everyone into the house when you see flames or it is  
too hot and smoky to stay outside. 

 Frequently check the roof cavity (through the manhole inside 
the house) for any spot fires. 

 Stay inside the house while the fire front passes. This normally 
takes between five and fifteen minutes. Check for any spot 
fires inside the house.

 Drink plenty of water to avoid becoming dehydrated.

 Tune into ABC radio for fire information. 

AFTER THE FIRE FRONT HAS PASSED
 Ensure everyone continues to wear protective clothing.

 Check the house thoroughly for spot fires both inside and 
outside when it is safe. 

 Check for embers or signs of smoke in places such as roof 
cavity, under house spaces and around verandas, wooden 
decking, stairs, window sills and doorways. Also check sheds, 
carports and fences.

 Patrol your home for several hours for small fires and burning 
embers. 

IF YOUR HOUSE CATCHES FIRE
 If your house catches fire as the fire passes and you are 

unable to put it out, leave immediately after the fire front  
has passed.

 Move on to a fuel-free area such as a driveway, lawn or  
on to already burnt ground.

 Beware of any hazards such as burning logs or materials.

 Do not return inside the house for any reason. 

LEAVING AFTER THE FIRE FRONT HAS PASSED
 Leaving immediately after the fire front has passed can  

be dangerous, there may be hazards such as fallen power 
lines, trees and other risks. 

 You need to listen to the radio or check with local police for 
when it is safe to leave.

HOW BUSHFIRES BEHAVE 
It is important you understand how bushfires behave to 
help you protect your family and home against them. All 
fires need fuel, air and heat.

FUEL
Vegetation around your home like dry grass, leaves, twigs 
and bark provide fuel for a fire. This fuel plays a part in 
how hot a fire can be and how fast it can spread. If fuel is 
removed, the fire will starve. 

HEAT
Bushfires generate unbelievable heat. Much of this heat 
goes up into the air but significant heat also radiates at 
ground level. This radiant heat spreads the fire by drying 
out vegetation so it will burn. 

RADIANT HEAT
Radiant heat is the main cause of people dying in a 
bushfire. Radiant heat may not set fire to your home but 
it can crack and break windows that will allow embers in. 
The best protection from radiant heat is distance.

EMBERS
Even if the fire front does not reach your home it can still 
be damaged by burning embers carried by strong winds. 
Embers can get into your home through gaps in roofs, 
walls, evaporative air conditioners, windows and doors. 
They can land on materials that easily burn and this can 

start a fire. Research has shown that ember attack is the 
main reason that houses catch fire during a bushfire. 
Embers can continue to threaten your home even after 
the fire front has passed.

DIRECT FLAME CONTACT
When materials close to your home catch fire flames can 
touch the outside of your home. How long flames are in 
direct contact with your home depends on the amount of 
fuel to be burnt.

AIR
A bushfire needs air to keep going and the more there is 
the faster the fire burns. Strong winds not only force the 
fire along but also increase air circulation and provide 
more air. 

Any change in wind direction or speed can rapidly 
increase the rate of spread and the direction of the fire. 
The prevailing afternoon breeze in summer presents the 
most common threat as it fans bushfires when fuel is at 
its driest during the day.

WIND
Strong winds usually come with bushfires and as the 
wind increases so does the fires temperature. The wind 
pushes flames closer to fuel making the fire travel faster. 
Embers and other burning materials are also carried by 
the wind which can damage homes kilometres from the 
fire front.

In 2010, career and volunteer 
firefighters responded to and put 
out more than 7000 bushfires 
across Western Australia.

There are thousands of bushfires 
in Western Australia each year. 
Western Australia is one of the most 
bushfire prone parts of the world. 
No one knows where or when the 
next major bushfire will hit. You 
can increase the chance that your 
home and loved ones will survive a 
bushfire.

When a Total Fire Ban (TFB) is declared  
it will usually be in place from 12.01am  
to 11.59pm. 

If conditions change through the day, a  
TFB can be declared or revoked.

When a TFB is declared, it is illegal to  
do anything that is likely to start a fire.  

WHAT CAN’T I DO ON A TOTAL FIRE BAN DAY?
Some of the activities that are not allowed on TFB days 
include, but are not limited to: 

  No barbecues that use solid fuel or have an open 
flame, this includes wood fired pizza ovens

  No grinding, welding or other forms of ‘hot works’ 
are allowed unless you have an exemption

  No burning of leaves, rubbish or an incinerator

  No camp fires, no cooking outdoors

  No fireworks or hot air ballooning.

WHAT ARE THE PENALTIES?
You could be fined up to $25,000 and/or jailed for  
12 months, if you ignore a TFB.

WHAT OTHER FIRE RESTRICTIONS ARE THERE?
Depending on the time of the year, there may be other 
restrictions on lighting fires or other fire risk activities in 
your area. Check with your local government for details.
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There are a number of ways to remove fuel. 
Before a fi re starts, this includes controlled 

burning or forest clearing. During a fi re, 
bulldozers are used to clear fuel and create 

containment lines.

Removing heat is the most 
common way to fi ght fi res. Water 
is commonly used to soak up the 
fi re’s heat, so that there is not 
enough heat to ignite more fuel.

Small fi res can be put out by 
removing oxygen (smothering 
the fi re). This is not practical 
for most bushfi res because 
they are so big.

THE FIRE TRIANGLE
A bushfi re needs fuel, air and heat to spread and thrive. 
Taking away one of those elements will put out a fi re.

PREPARE. ACT. SURVIVE. PREPARE. ACT. SURVIVE. PREPARE. ACT. SURVIVE.

How will I know if a Total Fire Ban has  
been declared?

When a TFB has been declared it will be:  

  Featured on the DFES website at  
www.dfes.wa.gov.au

  On the DFES information line on  
1300 657 209

  Broadcast on ABC local radio and other  
media outlets

  Displayed on local government roadside  
Fire Danger Rating (FDR) signs and variable  
message signs on major highways.

  For more information visit  
www.dfes.wa.gov.au or call the Total Fire 
Ban information line on 1800 709 355

Call 000 to report a fire.
To report suspicious activity, call Crimestoppers 
on 1800 333 000


